The participation in online and Facebook competitions of Wefapress Beck + Co. GmbH as well as their
implementation is subject to the following provisions. For better readability, the male spelling was
usually used. We expressly point out that both male and female spelling are meant.
All information in the context of this competition will be provided exclusively by Wefapress. Facebook
Ireland, 4 Grand Canal Square Grand Canal Harbor, Dublin 2, Ireland ("facebook") has no affiliation
with this competition and does not sponsor, endorse or organize this contest. Therefore, there are no
legal claims against Facebook. The information provided by the participants will be provided
exclusively to Wefapress Beck + Co. GmbH and not Facebook.
Competition
The participation period of the competition is to be taken directly from the participation window of
the competition (lottery post).
Participation takes place directly on the Facebook website of Wefapress. The participant can take part
in the competition by answering the competition question with a comment under the competition
post on the Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/wefapress/: a); answer the competition
question with a comment b) post pictures / comments; c) liked the post, etc. Several comments are
counted as a single entry. As far as participants upload pictures, videos or texts within the scope of a
post and / or commentary, they guarantee that all material is free of third party rights (especially
personality, copyright and trademark rights) and does not violate any applicable law, and indemnifies
Wefapress from all third party claims (and legal defense costs) arising out of the material against us.
In particular, the participant agrees that people depicted agree with the publication. The participant
indemnifies Wefapress from all claims of these persons for the contractual use (execution of the
competition).
Decisive for the time of participation is the logged time. Replies / Posts / Comments / Likes that were
not submitted within the participation period (hereinafter referred to as the "Promotion Period") will
not be considered. For any delays in the delivery or transmission of the answer and participant data,
neither the organizer, Facebook nor any sponsor partner are responsible. The prizes of the competition
are provided by Wefapress or various sponsor partners.
Image rights
By submitting pictures, the participant agrees to the publication free of charge of his / her submitted
photos in the context of the raffle and the naming of their full name by Wefapress GmbH + Co. GmbH.
The agreement covers in particular the publication / public availability in connection with the press

and public relations work on the Facebook competition Wefa W, for editorial contributions and other
reports, for use in print and online media (in particular at www.wefapress.com/company/wefapressnews) and the social media channels. The participant transfers to Wefapress GmbH + Co. GmbH the
necessary, simple, temporally and spatially unrestricted rights to use the photos. By the way, all image
rights remain with the participant.
Participation
Participation is restricted to adult natural persons who are registered as Facebook fans of Wefapress.
The promotional period of the competition can be found directly in the lottery post.
Exclusion from the competition
Employees of Wefapress Beck + Co. GmbH and their relatives are excluded from the competition. In
case of a breach of these conditions of participation, Wefapress reserves the right to exclude persons
from the competition and not to distribute or retroactively withdraw and recover profits. Also excluded
are persons who use unauthorized aids or otherwise obtain advantages through manipulation. If
necessary, in these cases profits can also be subsequently revoked and reclaimed. Also excluded is
anyone who makes untrue statements about his person or takes part in the competition multiple
times.
Implementation and settlement
During the promotion period, participants will be asked a competition question. The participants can:
a) answer the competition question with a comment; b) post pictures / comments; c) "like" the post
etc. All prizes will be presented in the competition post. The winner will be selected from all Wefapress
Facebook fans who have participated until the deadline. Winners will be determined by lot regardless
of the answer given. The draw takes place within the next calendar week after the end of the respective
competition week. The winners will be informed in writing. The prize will be sent to the winner free of
charge by post or in direct contact between the winner and Wefapress or the sponsor partner.
If the competition is held directly on Facebook, the winners will be notified by the organizer after the
end of the competition via the winner's Facebook profile. Alternatively, the winners can also be
announced after the end of the competition on the Facebook profile of Wefapress. The participant
agrees that his name will be published on the website of the competition operator in case of winning.
Participation options, that deviate from this competition mechanism, rules, etc., will be declared
directly in the lottery in the post. In such a case - unless otherwise stated - only these deviating
participation options, participation rules, etc. apply.
The prizes will be sent by Wefapress or the Sponsoring Partner or a commissioned third party by freight
carrier, parcel service or post office to the postal address to be provided by the winner. The delivery is
free of charge in the Federal Republic of Germany. Additional transport costs and customs duties shall
be borne by the winner. Place of performance remains the seat of the price sponsor despite taking
over the shipping costs.

The purchase of products or the use of services offered by Wefapress is not a prerequisite for
participation in the competition and has no effect on the outcome of the competition itself. The prize
is neither transferable nor can the prize be exchanged. A cash payment is not possible. The legal
process is excluded. Complaints relating to the performance of the competition must be submitted in
writing to the organizer within 14 days after the reason has become known (Wefapress Beck + Co.
GmbH, Up de Hacke 21/31, 48691 Vreden). Remotely notified or late complaints are not processed.
Expiration of profit
Unless otherwise stipulated, the winner must report to the organizer's Facebook page with his real
name via a private message within 4 working days of the announcement of the winner in the Facebook
profile of the organizer. If a winner does not respond within this period, the prize forfeits. If Wefapress
is not informed of the postal address for the delivery of the prize until 1 month after the expiry of the
competition period, the claim to the prize lapses. Unless otherwise stipulated in these Terms of Use, a
new winner will be determined by lot in these cases.
Early termination of the competition
The organizer reserves the right to cancel or terminate the competition at any time without prior
notice and without giving reasons. The organizer makes use of this possibility in particular if, for
technical reasons or for legal reasons, a proper execution of the competition cannot be guaranteed. If
such termination is caused by the conduct of a participant, the organizer may demand compensation
from that person for the damage incurred.
Privacy
For Facebook competitions, participation is possible via the registered Facebook account of the
participant. Protecting your personal information is important to Wefapress. All collected data will be
used by Wefapress exclusively for the handling of the competition and deleted at the latest 30 days
after completion of the competition as well as dispatch of the profits immediately. The comments on
Facebook, however, remain and continue to be publicly available. Only the winners of the respective
competition will be asked to provide a shipping address to Wefapress. In these cases, you will be
informed of the required data immediately at the competition.
Wefapress collects, processes, uses and stores the data provided by the participant for the duration of
the competition for the purpose of running and managing wagers and / or transmits them for the
aforementioned purpose to the respective cooperation partner or to the agency managing the
cooperation partner.
Wefapress Beck + Co. GmbH uses the technical platform and the services of Facebook Ireland Ltd., 4
Grand Canal Square Grand Canal Harbor, Dublin 2, Ireland for the information service offered here,
including the competitions organized here.

We point out that you use this Facebook page and its functions on your own responsibility. This is
especially true for the use of the interactive functions, e.g. Rate, comment, share.
When visiting our Facebook page, Facebook records et.a. your IP address and other information in the
form of cookies on your PC. This information is used to provide us as the operator of the Facebook
pages statistical information on the use of the Facebook page. Without the express consent of the
participant, the registration data will not be used for further purposes by the organizer or third parties.
All personal data of participants will be processed and used by the organizer in accordance with the
legal requirements.
For more information, please visit Facebook at the following link:
www.facebook.com/help/pages/insights
The data collected about you in this context are provided by Facebook Ltd. processed and, where
appropriate, transferred to countries outside the European Union.
What information Facebook receives and how it is used is described by Facebook in general terms in
its data usage policies. There you will also find information about contact options for Facebook as well
as the setting options for advertisements.
The data usage guidelines are available at the following link: www.facebook.com/about/privacy
The complete Facebook privacy policy can be found here: www.facebook.com/full_data_use_policy
It is not known to us,in which way Facebook uses the data from the visit of Facebook pages for its own
purposes, to what extent activities on the Facebook page are assigned to individual users, how long
Facebook stores these data and whether data from a visit to the Facebook page to third parties will
not be finalized and clearly named by Facebook. When accessing a Facebook page, the IP address
assigned to your device will be transmitted to Facebook. According to information provided by
Facebook, this IP address is anonymised (for "German" IP addresses) and deleted after 90 days.
Facebook also stores information about its users' terminals (e.g., as part of the "logon notification"
feature); If necessary, Facebook is thus an assignment of IP addresses to individual users possible.
If you are currently logged in to Facebook as a user, you will find a cookie with your Facebook ID on
your device. As a result, Facebook is able to understand that you visited this page and how you used
it. This also applies to all other Facebook pages.
Via Facebook buttons embedded in web pages, Facebook is able to record your visits to these web
pages and assign them to your Facebook profile. Based on this data content or advertising can be
tailored to suit you.
If you want to avoid this, you should log out of Facebook, or disable the "stay signed in" feature, delete
the cookies on your device and stop and restart your browser. This will delete Facebook information
that can be immediately identified.

This allows you to use our Facebook page without revealing your Facebook ID. When you access the
page's interactive features, such as Like, Comment, Share, News, etc., a Facebook login screen appears.
After any registration, you will be recognizable as a specific user for Facebook again.
Information on how to manage or delete existing information can be found on the following Facebook
support pages:
www.facebook.com/about/privacy
Revocation
The participant is at any time free, by revocation under info@wefapress.com to effect the deletion of
his registration data and thus to withdraw from the participation.
Liability
Wefapress Beck + Co. GmbH is released from all obligations with the fulfillment or delivery of the profit.
Wefapress shall only be liable for damages if the damage is due to intent or gross negligence.
Others
The legal process is excluded. Only the law of the Federal Republic of Germany is applicable. Should
any of these provisions be or become invalid, the validity of the remaining conditions of participation
remains unaffected. These conditions of participation can be changed at any time by the organizer
without separate notification.
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